A Case of Myoclonic Epilepsy Presenting with Status Epilepticus in an Elderly Male Patient
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Abstract

Myoclonic epilepsy in the form of status epilepticus is an extremely rare reported presentation. Herein, we describe an 87-year-old male patient presenting with abrupt-onset rhythmic myoclonic jerks that were evaluated as synchronous positive and negative myoclonus. Further etiological investigations revealed that the myoclonus was associated with ictogenesis, and appropriate antiepileptic treatment provided total cessation of the movements. To my knowledge, this is a unique case of myoclonic status epilepticus in an elderly patient, which may have been associated with a cerebrovascular disease. In the presentation of this case, we will review the related literature and discuss some considerations to explain the pathophysiology of epileptic myoclonic movements and the possible role of pontine lesions.

Introduction

Epileptic negative myoclonus (ENM) is an uncommon seizure type characterized by a sudden, brief loss of muscle tone that may lead to falling. Most of the reported cases of idiopathic epilepsy with ENM were cases of benign childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS). However, rarely, it has been reported in adult individuals. Although the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated, the pathophysiological hypotheses on the origin of myoclonus have been discussed in the setting of abnormalities with both subcortical and cortical sources. Nonetheless, there is a considerable amount of evidence supporting the hypothesis of cortical inhibitory activity as the mediating mechanism of ENM. Some authors believe that positive myoclonus is another aspect of the same phenomenon, resulting from an altered sensory motor cortex output producing different degrees of positive or negative effects on the motor system. Herein, we present an extremely rare elderly patient with both positive and negative myoclonus that was found to be epileptic in nature and discuss the possible pathophysiological mechanisms. Through the presentation of this uncommon case and a literature review, we will expand the clinical spectrum of isolated myoclonus.

Case Report

An 87-year-old male patient was admitted to our clinic due to rhythmic myoclonic jerks which had started abruptly the previous night and continued up to admission. There was no history of a new-onset drug, infection, or head trauma. No history of any previous seizure was taken from the patient or his relatives. The family history was unremarkable. On neurological examination, the patient was orientated and cooperative, although the cooperation of the patient was mildly limited due to hearing loss caused by an ear infection in childhood. Remarkably, his relatives had noted no deterioration in his communication level. The results of other investigations, including motor and sensory, were within normal limits.

Brief shock-like jerks of the whole body, which were obvious in the upper extremity, were observed. They were characterized by rhythmic (0.5–1 Hz) and brief interruptions of muscular activity that were compatible with negative myoclonus. However, positive myoclonic movements were also recognized, which were prominent in the facial muscles (Video 1; available online only). Moreover, the myoclonic jerks were also sustained during volitional activities, and there was no entrainment or distractibility.
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Video 1

Rhythmic (0.5–1 Hz), brief interruptions of muscular activity that was compatible with negative myoclonus. Also, positive myoclonic movements were also recognized, prominent in the facial muscles. Online content including video sequences viewable at: https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/s-0040-1709348.

Myoclonic movements had no tactile and auditory sensitivity. Phenomenologically, the symptoms were evaluated as generalized synchronous positive and negative myoclonus prominent in the upper extremities.

Laboratory results, including a hemogram, serum biochemistry, vitamin B12, and folic acid levels, C-reactive protein, sedimentation, and complete urinalysis, were within normal limits. A cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed chronic ischemic lesions in the bilateral pontine tegmentum, bilateral thalamic region, basal ganglia, and periventricular area (Video 1). Notably, a routine electroencephalography (EEG) showed generalized discharges of high-voltage spike/polyspike-wave complexes continuing for more than half of the EEG recording (Video 2A). However, the background activity was within normal limits (8 Hz).

In view of the evidence, the diagnosis of late-onset myoclonic status epilepticus was established, and diazepam 5-mg intravenous (IV) was administered, which yielded the cessation of the myoclonic jerks. A maintenance treatment of valproic acid 2 × 500 mg daily was initiated afterward. The patient was hospitalized for clinical follow-up. A routine EEG performed the next day showed near-total resolution of the epileptiform discharges (Video 2B), and the patient did not suffer from myoclonic movements in the follow-up (Video 2).

Discussion

Although epilepsy is mainly believed to be a disease of youth, it has been shown that nearly 25% of new-onset seizures occur after 65 years of age. The incidence in people over 80 years is triple its rate in children.

However, the causes and clinical manifestations of seizures and epilepsy in the elderly differ from those in younger people. The most common causes of acute symptomatic seizures in elderly have been reported as cerebrovascular disease, metabolic disturbances, dementia, traumatic brain injury, tumors, and drugs. Among these, acute stroke is the most common cause, accounting for up to half of cases in older adults. Although its occurrence is particularly increased in the immediate poststroke period, the risk of epilepsy is also known to be significantly increased in the chronic phase, such that it was found to be 20 times higher in the first year after a stroke.

In our patient, the cranial MRI did not reveal an acute ischemic lesion. However, extensive, chronic ischemic brain lesions were recognized, and no other etiological risk factors were identified. On the whole, it appears that the most likely etiological classification of epilepsy in our patient is epilepsy due to stroke. To our knowledge, status epilepticus presenting with negative myoclonus as the initial manifestation in an elderly patient has not been reported previously. Therefore, the illustration of this case is extremely important which may provide crucial perspectives regarding the underlying pathophysiology of myoclonus. In a unique report, synchronous positive and negative myoclonus due to pontine hemorrhage was defined in a patient by Palmer et al. However, the origin was not evaluated as ictogenic and antiepileptic treatment did not yield an amelioration as well, which was completely distinct in nature from our patient.

ENM can be defined as an interruption of tonic muscular activity, time-locked with a spike or sharp wave on EEG, without evidence of antecedent myoclonus. ENM, as an initial manifestation of epilepsy, has been reported in pediatric patients with BCECTS, previously. In an extremely rare report, an 18-year-old woman with ENM was described. In this patient, EEG showed almost continuous generalized spike-wave discharges as in our case. However, cranial MRI was normal and the authors preferred to define the etiologic category of myoclonus as idiopathic. On the other hand, perfusion imaging of the brain showed cerebral disturbances mainly in the parietal region contralateral to the limbs affected by ENM. In our case, there was no cortical lesion in the parietal lobe. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of an underlying parietal malfunction due to the limitation of that perfusion imaging and advanced electrophysiological investigations were not performed in this patient. Literature evidence draws attention to the involvement of the postcentral region in the genesis of ENM. This was supported by a study showing sustained negative myoclonus that was

![Fig 1](Image) Cranial axial T2-weighted images showing chronic ischemic lesions in the bilateral pons corresponding to the basis pontis which includes (A) bilateral corticospinal and corticobulbar tracts, (B) thalamus, (C) right globus pallidus, and (D) bilateral periventricular region (arrows).
elicited by cortical stimulation and the results of the subdural recordings showing ENM-related spikes. In our patient, the synchronous and sustained nature of the myoclonus and insensitivity to volitional control implied that they shared a single-central rhythm generator. Of note, the consciousness of the patient was not disturbed suggesting rather the preservation of the cortical functions. Taken together, in contrast with a cortical origin, rather a subcortical abnormality restricted to the motor pathways was considered in the forefront as the origin of the clinic. As previously mentioned by Palmer et al, it may be hypothesized that bilateral ischemic lesions in the pons might have produced a localized rhythm generator by creating an irritative focus. However, another possible origin of this clinic may be the ischemic lesions of the thalamus which also have been hypothesized to be the responsible sites from the myoclonic movements in recent studies.

Overall, these views can only be hypothetic in the absence of further advanced investigation results (investigations of motor and somatosensory evoked potentials, functional neuroimaging, etc.).

Another important point to be discussed may be the atypical manifestation of status epilepticus in our case. The mortality of status epilepticus is known to be highest in the oldest, and it has been shown that new-onset epilepsy has a higher incidence of status epilepticus in the elderly population. Although its incidence has not been investigated in the subgroup of myoclonic status
epilepticus, a mortality rate of approximately 50% in has been reported in overall patients with status epilepticus those over 80 years of age. Hence, we also suggest that in presentations of atypical movement disorders in elderly patients, performing EEG may be a vital tool for the proper diagnosis and timely interventions. Beside confusion, sleepiness which may be manifestations of “epileptic amnesia” or prolonged postictal states may be encountered more often in the elderly, rather than motor manifestations. Such that, these features may mask the clinical seizures and lead to underdiagnosis of seizures by the caregivers. However, in our patient, the clinical presentation was characterized by generalized myoclonus and the patient's cognition was not disturbed which makes this presentation further interesting.

Limitations

The limitation of our report may be that simultaneous EEG–electromyography (EMG) monitoring was not performed to reveal a silent period before negative myoclonus, demonstrate the association of an EEG spike-time locked to negative myoclonus, and distinguish positive myoclonus. However, it would not be ethical to perform further electrophysiological investigations instead of promptly administration of antiepileptic therapy for status epilepticus. The second limitation was that functional neuroimaging was not conducted which might probably give crucial perspectives regarding the pathophysiology of ictal negative myoclonus. However, it is surely a crucial illustration of an extremely rare etiology of ictal negative myoclonus potentially giving substantial perspectives regarding the underlying mechanisms of positive and negative myoclonus. Future reports of larger case series using multimodal investigations are warranted which may provide substantial contributions regarding the unknown aspects of ictal myoclonus.
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